










• Global Number Portability Expertise, Plus

Local Delivery Experience - a critical blend
of know-how from local and preferred system
integrators.

• An Extensible and Upgradable Platform -
to support future capabilities such as device
registry and ENUM for IP-based services.

• Network Vendor Independence - choosing
a number portability gateway supplier that is
network vendor agnostic helps ensure unbiased
advice and facilitates a best-of-breed solution.

summary 

Implementing number portability support is a highly 
complex undertaking because it impacts internal 
business processes and requires integration with 
a national clearinghouse, internal BSS/OSS, and 
multivendor network element managers. Despite the 
inherent challenges, number portability can present 
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a revenue-generation opportunity if service providers 
can efficiently port in subscribers from competing 
networks. If properly managed, number portability 
can also give service providers a chance to build 
loyalty and customer preference through offering a 
superior user experience during the process. 

A commercially proven, high-reliability number 
portability gateway can help a service provider 
effectively address these challenges and make 
the most of these opportunities. A reputable and 
independent number portability gateway partner 
can be instrumental in integrating a solution with 
a service provider's existing internal business 
processes, helping the provider implement more 
quickly by making the most of commercially 
tested solutions and experienced partners; reduce 
operating costs and complexity by automating the 
entire porting process; minimize the risk inherent 
in unproven in-house or customized solutions; and 
generate revenue more quickly through the fast and 
reliable porting of new users. 


